Due to the rapid growth of connected vehicles, many research constraints need to be addressed, e.g., reliability and latency, practical MAC and routing protocols, performance and adaptability to the changes in the environment (node density and oscillation in network topology), and validation of protocols under the umbrella of coherent assumptions using simulation methodologies. In this Feature Topic, we present 10 papers proposing very interesting solutions and architectures for futuristic and smarter connected vehicles.

The first article, entitled “Spatial Intelligence toward Trustworthy Vehicular IoT,” presents two unique techniques for mobile and multi-tier edge access via clustering of the nodes. The authors have further used this notion of ‘vehicle as an edge’, where a fuzzy logic considering multiple conflicting metrics and using Q-learning is used to improve overall network performance by enabling data caching, store-carry-forward, and processing at the vehicle edge. The key idea is also evaluated with supporting simulations and qualitative discussions.

Recently, mm-Wave technologies have been attracting a lot of attention from the wireless community. Likewise, researchers from both academia and industry have started considering mm-Wave communications for connected vehicles. In the second article, entitled “Key Technologies, Modeling Approaches and Challenges for Millimeter-Wave Vehicular Communications,” the authors propose a combination of analog beam-forming with a location-based beam searching protocol while using full-duplex radios. Furthermore, a very unique and interesting set of future research directions are presented.

The third article, “Interference-aided Vehicular Networks: Future Research Opportunities and Challenges,” presents a very informative tutorial regarding the technical and socio-economic challenges that must be addressed for a successful implementation of interference-aided vehicular communication networks.

The fourth article, entitled “SLP-MCAF: Multiple Clusters of Connected Vehicles Authentication Framework in a Smart Life Platform,” is one of the positive steps toward verifications and authentication processes in the arena of connected vehicles. In this article, the authors propose a smart life platform by combining the concepts of connected vehicle and smart home. The authors also discuss a Multiple Clusters of Connected Vehicles Authentication Framework in Smart Life Platform (SLP-MCAF) to provide security services within the platform. Similarly, in the fifth article, entitled “Block4Forensics: An Integrated Lightweight Blockchain Framework for Forensics Applications of Connected Vehicles,” the authors integrate Vehicular Public Key Management (VPKI) to the blockchain to provide membership establishment and privacy. Also, they design a fragmented ledger that stores detailed data related to the vehicles such as maintenance information/history, car diagnosis reports, etc.

Moving ahead, in the sixth article of this feature topic, entitled “Vehicular Fog Computing for Video Crowdsourcing: Applications, Feasibility and Challenges,” the authors highlight challenges to be faced when bringing Fog computing to the connected vehicles arena. The selected real-time applications are crowdsourcing and camera video data. Rather than forwarding all the video data to the cloud, the authors propose to turn public vehicles (e.g., buses and taxis) into vehicular fog nodes, and to utilize these nodes to gather and process video data from the private vehicles within communication ranges. This unique idea also opens further research challenges and questions within the article itself.

Another vital application of vehicular networks would be density awareness on the road. In the next article, entitled “Real-Time Density Detection in Connected Vehicles: Design and Implementation,” the authors present a novel idea of bringing robustness to detect density. Unlike existing time division concepts, the proposed architecture introduces parallel detection of neighboring vehicles via frequency division, largely reducing the time cost. The authors further implement the proposed system in USRPs and discuss several practical design issues.

The article entitled “Improving EDCA for Efficient Channel Access in Vehicular Communications” presents a dynamic allocation of message priority by estimating the transmission delay of each access category (AC) queue and dynamically adjusting the CW value for efficient channel access at the MAC layer followed by several important research challenges listed for the readers. While in the second to last article, entitled “Route Planning Considerations for Autonomous Vehicles,” the authors provide a timely survey and technical review of the enabling technologies for more capable
route planning techniques and describe the inevitable elements and considerations for routing autonomous vehicles in dynamic traffic conditions.

We conclude our Feature Topic with the article entitled “Design Guidelines for Information-Centric Connected and Autonomous Vehicles,” in which the authors introduce and highlight the very timely topic of the emerging future Internet architecture known as ICN into connected vehicles.

As we conclude this editorial, we would like to express our sincere gratitude to all the contributing authors, the reviewers for providing constructive reviews, and the *IEEE Communications Magazine* publications staff, in particular, the Editor-in-Chief. Finally, we believe that this Feature Topic will open many research doors for all active researchers, including students, academicians, and industry personnel.
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